Editorial: Special Issue on Artificial Rodents
In fact, this special issue on Artificial Rodents should be dedicated to the renowned American psychologist Clark L. Hull. Indeed, in the mid-1930s, the confrontation of various hypotheses on learning in animalsnotably in rats-led him to advocate the design of ultra-automatic or psychic machines making it possible to assess a variety of psychological theories and to perform functional comparisons between artificial and natural systems. He referred to this new methodology as the robot approach-"a prophylaxis against anthropomorphic subjectivism"-a suggestion that triggered the design of several proto-robots, just before the great wave of Artificial Intelligence. Some of these robots were directly inspired from experimental results on rodents, like the "robot rat" of Thomas Ross in 1933a three-wheeled vehicle that learned by trials and errors to avoid dead-ends in a complex Y-maze-or like the "electro-mechanical mouse" of Claude Shannon in 1951-which was capable of learning various unknown mazes by switching between so-called exploration-strategy and goal-strategy (Cordeschi, 2002) .
Later, such biomimetic proto-robots and many others sank into oblivion for two main reasons. On the one hand, the behavioral mechanisms they called upon suffered from a lack of biological knowledge and, as Ross noticed, the "hoped-for ultimate success of physiologists" in explaining the cerebral structures of intelligence. On the second hand, a more exciting objectivethe reproduction of human intelligence by means of computers-captured all researchers' minds in the same period.
Forty years later, the animat approach re-emphasized the interest of this synthetic method, pointing to the limitations of traditional symbolic AI and capitalizing on the increased understanding of neurophysiological and behavioral correlates. Its first objective was to design a simple but complete animal, for example a whole iguana (Dennett, 1978) . Unfortunately, as of today, neural mechanisms in iguanas are poorly known. In contrast, a whole rodent seems to be more accessible, considering the impressive amount of knowledge acquired on rats and mice in numerous laboratories around the world. Moreover, because rodents are animals for which the product (brain complexity × neurophysiological knowledge) is probably the highest, this new objective affords the additional advantage of extending the cognitive capacities of robots from a reptile stage to a mammal one (Meyer et al., 2005) .
The first workshop on "Towards Artificial Rodents," held in Paris in July 2004, brought together some of the participants to a few projects-aMouse, Whiskerbot, Psikharpax, Cyber Rodent-that aim at designing robots whose sensory-motor equipments and control architectures are as much inspired from those of rodents as possible. This special issue collects some results already obtained in this perspective.
The objective of such integrative research efforts is clearly to increase knowledge about decisional autonomy in rodent and robots. In some sense, it also aims at refuting Hull's assertion according to which making "a model which would reproduce all the behaviors of a rat would require a mechanism probably as large as the Capitol in Washington."
The Selected Articles
The first article in this issue, by Verena Hafner, describes a vision-based navigation model closely inspired from the rat's hippocampus. The ultimate goal is to combine visual and haptic modalities in the control architecture of aMouse, a mobile robot with omnidirectional vision and active whiskers that will serve to compare the navigation capacities of artificial and natural rodents.
The second article, by Mark D. Humphries, Kevin Gurney and Tony J. Prescott, focuses on an actionselection device. The team proposed, three years ago, a robust model of action-selection inspired from the basal ganglia circuitry of rodents (the "GPR model" of Gurney, Prescott and Redgrave). However, neurobehavioral data from intact, decerebrate, and neonatal rats suggest that there could be another neural substrate for action-selection located in the brainstem, the reticular formation (RF). In this paper, the authors test one particular model of RF and implement it in a mobile robot in order to assess the functional capability of this neural structure and to compare its performance to that of alternative robot controllers. The authors also participate in a EPSRC project called WhiskerBot, which is more specifically focussed on building haptic and rodent-inspired sensors.
The third and fourth articles, by Benoit Girard, David Filliat, Jean-Arcady Meyer, Alain Berthoz, and Agnès Guillot, and by Mehdi Khamassi, Loïc Lachèze, Benoit Girard, Alain Berthoz, and Agnès Guillot, introduce the state of art in the design of control architectures for Psikharpax, the artificial rat. The first one describes an architecture that integrates both navigation and action-selection functionalities. The navigation model emulates the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex functions for topological orientation and planning, while the action-selection architecture is adapted from the GPR model. Here, a hypothesis about the interconnection of two cortico-basal-ganglia-thalamocortical loops, concerned in the management of appetitive and consummatory actions, is tested on a simulated robot in various challenging environments. The second one contributes to the reinforcement learning mechanisms that will be implemented in the previous architecture, by comparing four principles of concurrent "Actor-Critic" models in the same reward-seeking task, all calling upon dopamine-like learning mechanisms in the rat basal ganglia.
The last article, by Kenji Doya and Eiji Uchibe, describes past and current works on Cyber Rodent, which aim at exploring how reward systems may foster self-preservation and self-reproduction in artificial agents, in order to better understand the origins of such systems in animals. Additionally, the Cyber Rodent project provides a virtual experimental platform that is suitable for studying the interactions between learning and evolution in the development of self-preservation and self-reproduction. Likewise, this project affords the possibility for a rat-like robot to share a common environment with similar robots that are able to both search recharging battery packs and transmit their programs to nearby agents. Thus, hypotheses on mechanisms required for artificial agents to survive and reproduce may be validated in actual embodied structures.
